
Long Term Planning

Year 5 2021-2022

Autumn 1 Autumn 2 Spring 1 Spring 2 Summer 1 Summer 2
Cross
Curricular links

Topic: The Victorians
Science: Materials

Topic: Polar Regions
Geography: Coastal Regions
Science: Earth and Space

Topic: The Greeks
Geography: Ancient Greece

Hook Beamish Whitby Trip Greek Day Inspire Session

SPAG Focus • To distinguish between homophones and
other words often confused.
• To use commas to add extra information
rather than splicing.
• Develop their understanding of the concepts
set out in English Appendix 2 by: using
expanded noun phrases to convey complicated
information concise (in other words not being
flowery with language).

Parenthesis Modal verbs or adverbs to indicate degrees of
possibility

Relative clauses

Class Text Queen Victoria
biography

Suspense and
atmosphere writing

Polar region animal
non-Chronological
report

Instructions

Discussion

Traditional Tales Fiction from our
literary heritage.

Writing/Text type
focus

Biographical writing
based on research.

Develop skills for
building up
atmosphere in writing
e.g. passages building
up tension.

Write a report in the
form of an information
leaflet in which two or
more subjects are
compared.

Instructions based on
topic and
reading/novels.

Write a balanced
discussion presenting
two sides of an
argument following a
debate/P4C.

Write about a main
character from a
legend based on
different viewponts.
Retell the story from
different perspectives.

Explore a text in
detail. Write in the
style of the author to
complete sections of
the story. Take the plot
and theme from a text
and write a
contemporary version.

Poetry Vocabulary building cinquain Vocabulary Building Poetry and
rap/spoken word

Vocabulary Building Poetry appreciation

Other books The Boy At The Back of The Class
The Little Iceberg (Recovery curriculum)
Ravi’s Roar (Recovery curriculum)
The Dot
The Girl Who Never Made Mistakes

Varjak Paw
The Fastest Boy in The World (Christmas book
and Global Learning)


